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CHALLENGE "STRESS" IN LEARNING AND PROFESSIONAL LIFE - RESULTS FROM BRAIN RESEARCH AND CONSEQUENCES

Abstract: Stressful events are very common in private and professional life, and above all, in schools. All in all it is essential for the whole life: In the brain the parts of Cognition are strongly influenced by the parts of Emotion. Stress not only leads to physical consequences, but also causes poorer performance in professional life and learning at school. Stress may also lead to rigid memories and the retrieval of habits rather than creative and complex solutions. Dangerous is also a possible weakening of the trust in self with the consequence of „Learned Helplessness“. Therefore: Anxiety and stress must be reduced. But it is also necessary to learn to cope with stress. For Stress Management is a combination of some of the following measures recommended: Instrumental management of stress, Mental management of stress and Regenerative management of stress.
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As we all know, stressful events are very common in private and professional life, and above all, in schools! Some people think, without pressure there is no achievement in professional work and pupils would not be motivated to learn. Obviously that is not true! Because we know a lot about stress-related disorders, and we also know, that stress can impair health and also cognitive functions and thereby lead to worse achievements! Anxiety and stress cause negative feelings!

What do we know from brain research about emotions and feelings?

The Role of Emotions:

Essential for our life:  
The parts of Cognition (Frontal Cortex, Hippocampus …)  
are strongly influenced by  
the parts of Emotion (Limbic System with Amygdala, Rewarding System with Nucleus accumbens and Ventral Tegmental Area, Hypothalamus…)!
The Orbitofrontal Cortex is responsible for controlling of behaviour, for moral and ethics (Roth, 2011, 45). The Prefrontal Cortex is an important part of „working memory“ (Wang et al., 2011) and so also of intelligence. He is essential for introspection und metacognition too (Fleming et al., 2010). The Prefrontal Cortex is called the „highest leader in the brain“ or the „highest initiator“ (Kandel, 2012, 425f.), responsible for creativity, planning (dorsolateral part), making decisions and proper social behaviour (ventromedial part). Of utmost importance is the Hippocampus: this part is responsible for storing information into longterm memory, and also for retrieving (together with prefrontal cortex), but it’s not the longterm memory itself. It’s like a working memory (Roth, 2011, 109ff; Miller, 2008b; und Gelbard-Sagiv et al., 2008).

On the other hand: the Prefrontal Cortex is not only responsible for retrieving, but also for consolidating information (about 2-6 weeks after learning). Retrieving happens also in cooperation between prefrontal cortex and hippocampus.

A very clear message: If the hippocampus is damaged or doesn’t work anymore, you can learn nothing new. It’s the case for instance with Alzheimer’s Disease: This people ask you in half an hour 10 times the same, because they cannot store the answers. They have a “moment to moment” consciousness. But the Hippocampus has a double function: he is also important for emotions (Roth, 2011, 110). That means, emotions have influence on storing and vice versa memory influences perception and retrieving of emotions. Entorhinal Cortex and Hippocampus interact for storing and retrieving of information. For that job electrical power with frequencies of 20-40Hz (theta- and gamma-waves) are proved (Igarashi, 2014). Additional tasks of Hippocampus:

The Hippocampus (especially the right posterior hippocampus) plays an important role with spatial navigation: this part increases with experience (experiment with taxi drivers in London). There is an impairment after a so called Transient Global Amnesia (Bartsch et al., 2010). The Hippocampus is also involved in planning of actions (Pastalkova et al., 2008). Parts of Prefrontal Cortex and of Hippocampus are involved in so called “Reinforcing- and Rewarding“-processes, mediated by Dopamin (Luo, et al., 2011; Stuber et al., 2008).

The parts of Cognition (Frontal Cortex, Hippocampus …) are strongly influenced by the parts of Emotion: The Amygdala (almond) is an emotional marker of the contents on their way to longterm memory and it has essential functions with anxiety, fear, joy! It plays a role in recognizing emotional signals in mimic expressions (Roth, 2011, 44, 324). The Mesolimbic System (Nucleus accumbens, Ventral Tegmental Area in the Pons, Substantia Nigra) is the central „Rewarding-System and Rewarding-Memory“ and also relevant for Motivation, Interest, etc. (Roth, 2011, 444f; Stuber et al., 2011). Therefore this System is very important for working and learning. The working chemicals are called „Endogene Opiods (Endorphins) und Dopamin (Rossato et al., 2009). Dopaminergic neurons fire with expected and unexpected rewards. But, if expected rewards occur not, the relevant chemical reaction also does not occur (Cohen et al., 2012, 85-88). Nucleus accumbens and Ventral Tegmental Area play an important role also in addiction (Lüscher, 2009) and in stress-induced depression (Lemos et al., 2012). The Hypothalamus plays an important role in vegetative processes, for the hormone system and also for the biology of the stress reaction.

Let’s summarize:

1) Cognition and emotion are not separated, but they work together even in an anatomical structure and via chemical processes!

2) That means, without good emotions there is not good achievements, neither in business life nor in learning.
In this context the focus should now set on the special topic „stress“:
What is the current state of knowledge about stress? Stress developed in the evolution as an important survival program:

Necessary for survival (Kaluza, 2011, 16):
Activation of brain, heart (blood, oxygen), breathing, sweating, muscles, blood pressure, energy; of pain- and immune-tolerance, of blood-coagulation! Not necessary for survival in this situation, therefore reduction of digestion, of saliva-production in the mouth; of libido.

Schachl, 1991, 13/14

Although the stress response is very complex, it can be focussed on two major stress systems:
First: The rapid autonomous nervous system is activated within seconds to release catecholamines from the adrenal medulla and the locus coeruleus in the brain stem. Catecholamines (Adrenalin and Noradrenalin) are implicated in the „fight-or-flight“ response (activation of circulation and breathing, but they also have profound effects on attention, working memory and long-term memory.
If after this first action the danger is over, the stress response will be finished!
If not, the second action starts:
„Somewhat slower, the hypothalamus–pituitary–adrenal axis is activated, releasing corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) from the hypothalamus, which stimulates the anterior pituitary to secrete adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). ACTH in turn causes the adrenal cortex to produce cortisol and release it into the blood stream.

Vogel/Schwabe, 2016

Cortisol reaches peak level concentrations ~20–30 min after stress onset and readily enters the brain to affect cognition and behaviour. Cortisol binds to two different receptors: The glucocorticoid receptor (GR) is expressed ubiquitously throughout the brain, whereas the mineralcorticoid receptor (MR) is mainly expressed in brain regions related to memory and emotion (Hippocampus, Amygdala, Prefrontal Cortex). On binding to these receptors, cortisol operates via two different modes of action, a non-genomic, often MR-mediated mode develops rapidly and enhances neural excitability in the Amygdala and Hippocampus, presumably supporting memory formation. This rapid mode is followed by a slower, often GR-dependent mode that is assumed to develop about 60-90 min after stressor onset and to involve longer-lasting changes to DNA translation and transcription” (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016). Cortisol feedback to the pituitary, hypothalamus and other brain areas (e.g., the hippocampus) prevents the system from overshooting. Cortisol is released not only with stress, but in shifts during „normal life“, with a peak after awakening (Roth-Strüber, 2015, 135).
Physical consequences of stress:

The bodily consequences of stress are well-known: diseases of heart and circulation, of stomach and gut, problems with sexuality, weakening of immune-system, psychiatric disorders and so on. The interactions between the immune system and stress are an important field of research (Menard et al., 2017): On the one hand, chronic inflammations can lead to an increased sensitivity of the stress system with a weakening of the psychological resistance (resilience) up to psychiatric diseases, on the other hand stress leads to a weakening of the immune system with a higher susceptibility to disease (up to cancer).

An interesting finding (Sterley et al., 2018): Animal experiments have shown that the effects of stress from the stressed mice are also transmitted to the initially uninvolved animals, namely to the hypothalamus with CRH and also to the glutamate synapses. This is caused by an "alarm pheromone" that affects several other animals with the same stress changes. This "stress infection" is also quite plausible in the human domain!

A more fundamental way of "transmitting" stress is disturbing:

Even the stress sensitivity of mothers, caused by traumas (violence in partnership, abuse, great fear, etc.) in their own "past life", but especially also during pregnancy, can have a "transgenerational" effect. This means that epigenetic changes (in the methyl "switch molecules" of DNA) transfer the traumatic injuries and thus "sensitization" of the stress system from the mothers to the next generation(s) via the cortisol system (Youssef et al., 2018).

What is „Epigenetics“?

Epigenetics comprises "a wide range of heritable changes in gene expression that occur in response to environmental influences and that do not result from alterations in the DNA sequence" (Hwang et al., 2017, 347). But what does this „epigenome language" look like?

The DNA wraps around certain proteins, the histones. In this densely packed form, the DNA cannot be read, i.e. the genes are inactive here. The epigenetic "markings" influence the packing density and thus the accessibility of the genes: Along the DNA thread, the bases (adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine) are "loaded" with methyl groups (methylation; CH₃) and thus made inaccessible for the reading process; the corresponding gene is thus switched off! Acetyl groups on the histones loosen the winding ("unpacking") and thus make the DNA "readable"; it is "switched on"!

In the representation of the human genome, the sites are then marked with these special molecules. In addition to the genetic code, the epigenome is thus obtained as the "second code". But a human being has many epigenomes (Epigenetik, 2013).

Genes are thus controlled by environmental influences that "switch the genes on and off", by methylation and acetylation, and also through other processes (chromatin remodeling e.g. synapse formation in early development, but also important in adult life; micro RNAs or "non-coding RNAs important for synapse formation and the growth of dendrites in early brain
Epigenetic processes seem to be important for development and learning (Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018)!

**Experiments with Animals:** Early life stress (ELS) by maternal separation induced histone acetylations capable of modifying the expression of the genes Arc and Egr1 in their hippocampus (involved in synaptic plasticity), paralleled by raises in dendritic complexity and spine number of hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neurons. These events represent early steps in the adaption of neuronal networks to stressful environments, as they program the developing organism and influence the development of brain and behavior (Xie et al., 2013 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

In mice's early-life maltreatment due to abusive behavior by stressed caretakers that induces lasting DNA methylation changes in the brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene prompting its altered gene expression in the adult prefrontal cortex (Roth et al., 2009a in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

Studies in mammals have demonstrated that epigenetic changes triggered by stress exposure can also be passed on to the offspring (Gapp et al., 2014 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018). It is important to highlight that while transgenerational effects derived from exposure of pregnant mothers affect the embryo, adult paternal exposures can produce transgenerational effects by potentially disrupting epigenetic processes during spermatogenesis (Rodgers et al., 2013, 2015; Milekic et al., 2015; Siklenka et al., 2015 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

Therefore, it is suggested that mammalian inheritance is highly prone to generate lasting epigenetic imprints driven by parental, prenatal and early-life stress, including malnutrition, trauma and maltreatment, leading to transgenerational consequences on neural mechanisms of cognition and emotion.

**Experiments with Humans:** In humans it is difficult to study the inheritance of epigenetic alterations. The transgenerational study of the horrible environmental stress that induced PTSD in Holocaust victims, and its influences on following generations, allowed to demonstrate for the first time how a PTSD event can be inherited epigenetically in a transgenerational fashion in our own species. Yehuda et al., (2016, in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018) studied a stress-related gene that has been associated with PTSD and depression (FKBP5), and demonstrated that people who suffered during the Holocaust presented DNA methylation modifications in this gene. This epigenetic influence was observed not only in exposed parents, but also in their offspring.

In this context, among these environmentally-induced emergent influences on cognitive development, socioeconomic disparities have also been documented: Children from poor socioeconomic backgrounds are more prone to mental illnesses, such as depression, than their peers from wealthier families, and are also more likely to present cognitive problems (Noble et al., 2015). These children from impoverished families presented increased DNA methylation at the serotonin transporter gene, which predicts higher threat-related amygdala reactivity. Importantly, the serotonin transporter gene drives a number of autonomic responses to stress (Feder et al., 2009 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018). These findings reveal that lower socioeconomic status acts as a stressor altering brain function. Thus, violent interpersonal treatment and unhealthy educational processes, such as bullying, or mistreatment from a teacher, can be classified as a repeated traumatizing stimuli capable of leading to PTSD (Foa et al., 2009 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018), with cultural as well potentially epigenetic inheritance effects.
A very important question: Is there a „reversibility“ of epigenetic changes? Considering current epigenetic research, it is possible to support the idea that epigenetically-induced modifications may regulate how an organism adjusts to changes in the environment, making it less reliant on structural DNA.

Therefore, epigenetic changes “may not only change for the worse, but with the right intervention, also for the better” as recently stated by (Mulder et al., 2017 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

Relevance of Neurobiological Epigenetics in Education:

Early life experiences have been highlighted as key environmental regulators of epigenetic processes in human biology including psychological and cognitive development (Hollar, 2016a in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018). A recent review by David Denhardt (2017, in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018) points out that economic deprivation, drug abuse and stressful social interactions (such as social defeat and parental abuse, or maltreatment by a caregiver) have different impacts on cognitive processes and psychological stability, which are mediated by epigenetic processes (see also Roth et al., 2009a; Turecki and Meaney, 2016; Denhardt, 2017 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

Epigenetics Within the Classroom: Studies suggest that epigenetic mechanisms are linked to learning and memory. For instance, DNA methylation and histone post-translational changes (methylation and acetylation) are capable of editing gene function or influencing interactions between the genome and core histones. These epigenetic modifications lead to chromatin remodeling, which ultimately defines transcriptional patterns in a variety of genes involved in memory formation and learning (Kim and Kaang, 2017 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018). Based on current evidence from epigenetic studies, these stress factors and unhealthy environments may alter the formation of neural circuits, affecting the acquisition of abilities linked to learning.

In addition: It has been demonstrated that the occupational stress observed in teachers is linked to the physiological stress regulation of students (Oberle and Schonert-Reichl, 2016 in Frias-Lasserre, Villagra & Guerrero-Bosagna, 2018).

Increased activation of a gene (NR4A1), which is actually important for neuroplasticity, can have an effect on the energy supply of the nerve cells (through the mitochondria in the cells) due to chronic stress. The result can be synaptic loss and cognitive impairment (Jeannetau et al., 2018). Cognitive damage can therefore occur! So the question arises: How does stress affect learning and memory, important not only for education, but also for working in business, especially in lifelong learning? Let’s look into the brain: Based and in addition to the epigenetic changes there are important effects of stress on learning and memory (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016):

https://www.google.com/search?q=hippocampus+prefrontal+cortex+connection&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b

The integration of new information into existing knowledge is fundamental for learning and for the whole life too. Prior knowledge, represented as a schema, facilitates memory encoding. For this schema-related learning one need the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), that
rapidly integrates new information into the schema, whereas schema-incongruent or novel information is encoded by the hippocampus.

Stress is a powerful modulator of prefrontal and hippocampal functioning and first studies suggest a stress-induced deficit of schema-related learning. Stress affects the neural ensemble underlying the efficient use of schemas during learning (Vogel et al., 2018). Stress impairs memory-“updating”! Relevant for it is the Cortisol-activity in the Amygdala. Some results indicate, that the presence of stress impairs the ability to access consolidated autobiographical memories; moreover, although stress has no effect on memory recollection, stress alters how recollected experiences are reconsolidated back into memory traces (Sheldon et al., 2018). Stress just before a retrieval-process (with high level of Noradrenalin and Adrenalin, but not elevated Cortisol) impairs the recall of information; see stress before exams! The recall deficit was found already with children at the age of 8-10 years (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016)!

Interestingly: Stress just before encoding, after presentation of new information, and consolidation enhances memory building, probably because of enhancing attentional processes by Noradrenalin and Adrenalin, especially for emotionally arousing material.

There is a dependence on emotion and on context too: In sum, being moderately stressed can enhance memory formation for emotional material and information that is related to the stressful context, whereas stress may impair the encoding of stressor-unrelated material. The different effects of stress on memory depend on interactions between Noradrenalin and Cortisol in the Amygdala and are thus often stronger for emotional learning materials (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016).

The hippocampus is very vulnerable (maybe because of a bigger number of Cortisol-receptors; Suzuki/Fitzpatrick, 2016, 239) to severe and prolonged stress (Rahman, et al, 2016): Reduction of hippocampal volume was found, because of loss of dendritic spines and less neurogenesis (Egeland/Zunszain/Pariante, 2015; Ewen, 2016), and also because of reduced glial volume and numbers. BDNF (brain derived neurotrophic factor), very important for neuronal growth and plasticity, is also reduced with chronic stress.

Stress affects negatively important proteins like CREB (Sardari et al., 2015). This is also important, because a high level of CRF impairs motivation, decision processing (Bryce/Floresco, 2016) and working memory in Prefrontal Cortex (Hupalo/Berridge, 2016). All these impairments lead to poorer performing in learning and professional tasks and, for instance, to deficits in spatial memory! A „antidote“ is Oxytocin (Jurek, 2015), because of its benefit on CRF (this is a „main regulator of stress response“). That means, positive social relations (associated with Oxytocin) are helpful for coping with stress!

Furtheron it was shown, that „stress induces a qualitative shift in the systems guiding learning (and, most likely, retrieval), from a cognitive, hippocampus-dependent memory system towards a habit-like memory system based on striatum“ (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016).

In sum: „Prolonged or chronic activation of the HPA axis has been consistently associated with neuronal loss, decreased neurogenesis and altered neural connectivity and … stress exposure has also been strongly linked to alterations in epigenetic markers that may ultimately lead to changes in gene expression. … And these epigenetic mechanism could play a role in the pathogenesis of neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer Desease“ (Cordner/Tamashiro, 2016). Repeated, chronic stress has negative impact on nerve cells: dendrites shrink, the spine (docking station for other nerve cells) density in hippocampus and prefrontal cortex is reduced. These processes are reversibel to some extent, especially in young animals and humans; physical exercise has a positive influence (Ewen, 2016)!
New research (Morena et al., 2016; Di et al., 2016) has shown, that the Endocannabinoid-System plays an important role with stress, because it affects the Hypothalamus-Pituitary-Adrenal-Axis: it can be attenuating, but also anxiety enhancing. Chronic stress can modify this system. In this context it must be discussed the use of Cannabis with positive and negative effects (Haney and Evins, 2016; Ramaekers et al., 2016; Fedota, 2016; Sutherland et al., 2016)!

**As a summary:**

Stress in learning, teaching and in professional life has very important consequences: On the hand emotions and light stress (challenges, unexpected and new information) have positive effects in memory formation.

But on the other hand: Stress, especially anxiety leads to stronger storing of negative events (bad exams and professional events, interpersonal conflicts with parents, teachers, peers, chiefs, colleagues) with enduring frustration and negative attitude towards school, learning, companies, and to less motivation for life long learning).

Schachl, 2012, 95

And finally, stress may lead to rigid memories and the retrieval of habits rather than creative and complex solutions (Vogel/Schwabe, 2016). Dangerous is also a possible weakening of the trust in self with the consequence of „Learned Helplessness“ (Seligman, 1979). In animal studies could be shown, that helplessness leads to lower activation in many brain areas, like prefrontal cortex, reward-processing regions, amygdala and hippocampus (Kim et al., 2016). Therefore it is clear, that helplessness is combined with lower learning and memory achievement. Often the learner’s abilities are underestimated because their full achievement can not be reached: stress before exams impairs recalling the knowledge.

The effects of stress follow an „inverted U-shape“-curve (Ewen, 2016), that means, higher levels of stress and prolonged stress are impairing! This is in accordance with the old „Yerkes-Dodson-Law“ (1908): http://changingminds.org/explanations/motivation/yerkes-dodson.htm

This law is an empirical relationship between arousal and performance, which was developed by Yerkes and Dodson 1908 in animal studies. It means, that performance increases with arousal, but after a medial level there is a decrease!

Further research and practical observation found, that in humans there are individual differences and dependences on tasks too: For simple tasks more arousal is needed, for difficult and complex tasks less arousal (more relaxation) is needed!

A special topic: **Stress and creative problem solving**

Stress hinders creativity and problem solving. Stress creates thought blockades like a board in front of the head. The reaction is then often a "return" to "old habits" instead of trying to find new, good solutions: It’s like „flipping the brain from reflective to reflexive control of behavior“ (Arnsten, 2015).This can create a „Devil's Circle“: stress hinders finding good solutions, and this in turn frustrates and creates new stress.

*Stress is a big problem in education:* So report nearly 70% of primary school children (Valizadeh et al. in Vogel/Schwabe, 2016) symptoms such as worries, anxiety or sadness, and many teachers complain about to much stress.

*Therefore:* What must be done against anxiety and stress in schools, and also in adult's life? First of all: Anxiety and stress must be reduced!
For that: Teachers, parents and students, persons involved in business must be informed and be aware of the effects of stress on learning, working and life. And second: We must learn to cope with stress!

To the topic „reduction of anxiety and stress“: The guiding principle is to learn (and also teach and live) with joy! Teachers must give interesting lessons, which are understandable and they have to underpin the learning process. And above all, teaching must make students curious. The teachers must be enthusiastic themselves! Persons in business life should also try to find jobs and activities, which they like. Joy must not be every day, but it should be a workable basis.

You remember: Our life on the whole, learning, professional performance, private satisfaction is mainly dominated by areas of emotions, by the Limbic System. Most of the processes are unconscious. To influence these processes we must focus on good relationship, empathy, trust, positive reinforcement. And we must avoid aggressive, anxiety-causing behavior. A good guiding principle: Make humans strong and clarify the facts!

But even though best chiefs, colleagues, best working conditions, good private partners, good teachers with best lessons, anxiety and stress remain! Therefore „coping“ (stress management) ist necessary! Whether something/someone makes stress or not, depends on the personal appraisal. The individual appraisal of possible stressful events and stressors and also available methods of coping determine, whether the biological reactions occur and impair. Because of „subjectivity“ (genetics, prior experiences) there are different reactions on stress and people need different coping-strategies.

Stress Management:
To recommend is a combination of some of the following measures:
Instrumental management of stress
Mental management of stress
Regenerative management of stress

Instrumental management of stress: Pupils in schools need competencies in the subjects they have to learn (that means, they must learn to learn); and in business life people must also improve their abilities. Total in life social competencies (mutual supporting etc.) are fundamentally important. Andy for managing private life, business and learning are self management competencies necessary: planning, organizing, preparation for exams in time, establishing a good working place, …). Very important, but the most difficult one is Mental management of stress:

Accepting the reality, self control (accepting the own limits, …): are the steps to high? Is the planned professional career attainable? Critical analysis of the own appraisals:
Am I really a loser? Prior to this judgement, all achievements must be assessed, not only the deficits.
„Change of thinking“ (exams and professional tasks as challenges, not as threats).
Self „affirmations“ (I will succeed, I am well prepared, …)
Important for teachers:
Teaching should be more focused on strengths than on weaknesses!

Regenerative management of stress: Enjoy the different types of relaxation!
There are also special techniques like Yoga, Meditation, Autogen Training, Jacobson’s „Progressive Muscle Relaxation“. Some remarks to the Jacobson-technique „Progressive Muscle Relaxation“ (Jacobson, 1959): It is very easy and works well to come down from high-level-stress! The basic procedure: Strain – hold this tension – relax! An example: clench your right or left fist and hold this tension for five to seven seconds. Then relax by opening your fist. It is important that you consciously enjoy this relaxation. Repeat this exercise. "Work" the muscles from head to toe according to this pattern (tensing – holding - relaxing).

This technique can be combined with „positive affirmations“: I feel good, I am relaxed, I don’t have stress, …

Focusing on good breathing makes sense too: “Attention to breath-meditation” has positive impacts on regulating aversive emotions, by down-regulating activation of amygdala (Doll et al., 2016).

Meditation has also positive effects (Ricard et al., 2015; Gothe et al., 2013) depending on the kind of meditation: „Concentration-meditation“ acivitates frontal brain areas, „Carefulness-meditation“ areas in the parietal and temporal lobes; and „Empathy-meditation“ has impacts on regions between Parietal- and Temporal lobes, and on Medial Prefrontal Cortex and Insula.

During meditation „neuronal oscillations“ occur, that means, synchronous electrical impulses. On particular Gamma-waves (frequency 40 Hz) are interesting, because they are related to higher cognitive functions and consciousness. A research with Tibetan monks, who meditated a long time very intensively, revealed the most intensive Gamma-waves, which ever were observed with humans (Suzuki/Fitzpatrick, 2016, 348ff.).

Other studies (with MRI) showed a surprising result (Suzuki/Fitzpatrick, 2016, 354ff.): During meditation less activity in frontal areas. Surprising but nevertheless logic: because of a better control of attention less work was necessary. It fits to the „Theory of transient hypofrontality“(Dietrich; Schneider in Landrichinger, 2015, 34).

Another finding: With meditation inflammation marker decreased; and the activity of Telomerase (important with aging) increased. Very helpful are Music, Fine Arts, and Physical Exercises!

Now to a very special and important topic, the positive effects of physical exercise: From evolutionary and also ontogenetic history physical exercise is a natural basic need. And it is very important for cognitive learning too!

For that topic the headlines: Physical exercise is important for health of the whole body: muscles, circulation, breathing, immune system, and so on. But it works positively also for the brain, therefore for mental health and for thinking and learning too:

Multisensoric Integration, increasing of attention, positive impact on synapses and on neurogenesis, reduction of Cortisol, therefore reduction of stress. Positive impact on „chemistry of soul“: Stimulation of Dopamin, Endorphines and Endocannabinoids cause better emotions.

Positive impact on behavior (also of school pupils). For learning and working very important is the effect of exercise on attention: Attention is higher, if the lessons, working hours are interrupted by breaks with exercise (Dordel/Breithecker in Leitner/Kainberger, 2015, 22; and Möller et al., 2016). In schools this result must lead to a change of thinking about the traditional „frontal teaching“!

At the end of the topic „Stress“: Stress has enormous consequences on our ability to learn, to perform, to think. First of all we have to do intensive work for reducing unnecessary and sometimes really silly stressful events. And we must learn to cope with anxiety and stress! This is helpful for success in learning, for career, satisfying business and private life, and above all, for physical and mental health.
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